ES100 Chapter 4 Lecture Videos

Earthguide Animation: How sonar is used in marine science
http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/earthguide/diagrams/sonar/sonar.html

The deepest place on Earth... The Mariana Trench (3:36)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8gppBCneNA

National Geographic—Oceans: Hydrothermal Vents

Textbook Animation: Earth’s Magnetic Field
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0073369365/student_view0/chapter4/the_earths_magnetic_fields.html

Ethiopian hottest region Afar
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBs-PEUhw2k

Salton Sea Mud Volcanoes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykMdPAk4HBo

BBC News: Scientists Drill the Earthquake Zone (2:25)
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8073198.stm

BBC News: Japan earthquake: Footage of moment tsunami hit (1:56)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-12725646

Animation: What is a Hotspot? (2:13)
http://www.iris.edu/hq/programs/education_and_outreach/animations/21

Aerial video of Kilauea Volcano eruption in Hawaii (0:52)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oolUmnsYdI